Neuroimaging alterations and relapse in early-stage psychosis
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Introduction

The trajectory of psychotic disorders after onset is heterogeneous and many patients show deteriorating courses. One of the major determinants of poor prognosis is the occurrence of relapse, defined as symptom exacerbations after a period of improvement. Relapse may be caused by intrinsic vulnerability but also by nonadherence to antipsychotic medication and comorbid substance use disorder. Patients with chronic psychosis consistently exhibit widespread alterations in brain functional connectivity, including the default mode network, salience network, and sensorimotor network. However, findings regarding the comparison between patients with first-episode psychosis and healthy individuals are less uniform. Relapses occurring at different times for different patients could be a key factor contributing to the variability during the early stages of psychosis.

A pioneering study described that relapse duration was related to significant decreases in both total cerebral volume and frontal brain measures. This study implied that extended periods of relapse may have a negative effect on patients with schizophrenia, suggesting the importance of preventing relapse and intervening when relapse occurs. This notion is consistent with the observation of changes in structural connectivity in different stages of psychosis related to relapse, and of altered functional connectivity after relapse among patients with psychosis, regardless of proper antipsychotic maintenance. Furthermore, a more recent study reported adverse effects of relapse on brain structure, independent of the effects of antipsychotic medications. Together, emerging evidence has consistently indicated that the occurrence of relapse in early-stage psychosis, regardless of reasons, could result in brain changes which likely underlies poor disease outcomes. Although these studies are intriguing, most of them
employed a hypothesis-driven approach that focused on a specific brain network.

In the present study, we hypothesized that relapse may affect brain functional connectivity, which may be well captured by a data-driven analysis of functional connectivity patterns in whole grey matter. We sought to identify neuroimaging alterations that are more specifically seen among patients with early-stage psychosis who experience relapse.

**Methods**

**Study design**

We conducted a cross-sectional study using medical records in a retrospective manner. We used hospitalization for psychotic symptom exacerbation as an objective indicator of relapse, according to many publications that used psychiatric hospitalization as a proxy of relapse.\(^{18-21}\) Accordingly, we used a cohort of patients with early-stage psychosis,\(^ {22-26} \) and evaluated neuroimaging differences among patients who did not experience relapse before study enrolment (no-relapse group), patients who experienced relapse before the study enrolment (relapse group), and healthy controls.

**Study cohort**

We recruited patients within 2 years after their first psychotic event and confirmed diagnoses of psychotic disorders using the Structural Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Patient Edition (SCID).\(^ {27} \) Exclusion criteria included a history of head trauma, nasal trauma, nasal surgery, neurologic disorder, cancer, or chronic viral infection (e.g., HIV, hepatitis), and reported history of intellectual disability. In addition, we excluded participants with an estimated intelligence quotient below 70 on the Hopkins Adult Reading Test.\(^ {28} \) We excluded patients who reported active substance abuse or who screened positive for illicit substance use (excluding cannabis) during the enrolment process. We also excluded people who were pregnant, those taking anti-inflammatory agents, or those with any other psychiatric conditions. We excluded healthy controls who had a psychiatric diagnosis or a family history of schizophrenia-spectrum disorder.

We evaluated the presence and severity of positive and negative symptoms among patients with the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) and the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS). More details about clinical recruitment can be found in previous publications.\(^ {22-26} \)

**Clinical characterization**

Board-certified psychiatrists assessed self-reports and the Johns Hopkins electronic medical database for patients. Hospitalization for psychotic symptom exacerbation has been used as an objective outcome indicator of relapse by many groups with a track of successful applications.\(^ {18-21,29} \) Accordingly, we categorized patients into the no-relapse and relapse groups using psychiatric hospitalization as a proxy for relapse, namely those who experienced no psychiatric hospitalizations after the onset of psychosis and before magnetic resonance imaging, and patients who experienced psychiatric hospitalizations for psychotic exacerbation in this period. We counted only hospitalizations directly associated with psychotic symptom exacerbation for relapse. In addition, we carefully examined medical records for treatment adherence, duration between hospitalizations, and cannabis use to determine recovery or symptom stability before psychotic symptom exacerbation. We obtained medication records, as well as the duration of illness (the interval between onset and resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging [rs-fMRI] scan) through self-reports and confirmed through the Johns Hopkins electronic medical database. We converted the antipsychotic dosages to chlorpromazine equivalents using the defined daily dose method.\(^ {30} \)

While the main research goal of this study was to identify common signatures of relapse in psychosis from a dimensional viewpoint, we also evaluated potential confounding effects associated with affective status. Accordingly, we divided the patients into nonaffective and affective groups; the former included those with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, whereas the latter included those with bipolar disorder with psychotic features or major depressive disorder with psychotic features. We did not include schizophreniform disorder and not otherwise specified psychotic disorder in this dichotomic categorization.

**Brain imaging**

We acquired the synchrony of fMRI time courses and the T1-weighted images from the brain cortex and deep grey matter (average volume 1254.2 mL) using a Philips dStream Achieva 3T MRI. Participants were instructed to close their eyes during the scan, monitored by camera. The image parameters for rs-fMRI were an axial orientation, original matrix 80 × 80, 36 slices, voxel size of 3 × 3 × 4 mm, repetition time 2000 ms, echo time 30 ms, and 210 time points; for high-resolution, T1-weighted images, image parameters were sagittal orientation, original matrix 170 × 170, 256 slices, voxel size 1 × 1 × 1.2 mm, repetition time 6700 ms, and echo time 3.1 ms.

We used MRICloud (www.MRICloud.org), an automated cloud platform, to process the brain images.\(^ {31} \) We conducted global brain signal correction with CompCor, packaged with MRICloud. We aligned rs-fMRI time courses to the mean image using rigid body registration by following standard procedures to minimize the effects of head motion. We identified and excluded motion and intensity outlier frames using the Artifact Detection Tools toolbox. To further limit the potential confounding effects of head motion on this study, we calculated framewise displacement using 6 motion parameters.\(^ {32} \) Following the criteria in published studies,\(^ {24,33,34} \) we excluded 1 participant with a framewise displacement larger than 0.3 from the analysis. Framewise displacement was further adjusted in downstream analyses.

We also used MRICloud to segment and process structural MRI images.\(^ {35} \) The detailed protocols for obtaining and processing MRI scans are described in our previous publication.\(^ {36} \) High-resolution, T1-weighted images (magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo [MP-RAGE])
from each participant were parceled using MRICloud, resulting in the definition of 78 grey matter regions of interest (ROIs) (Appendix 1, Table S1, available at www.jpn.ca/lookup/doi/10.1503/jpn.230115/tab-related-content). For the segmentation, we used a multi-atlas set that matched the demography of study participants in our cohort. The MP-RAGE images and their respective segmentations were then warped to the rs-fMRI. Through this process, we obtained 3003 Fisher z-transformed resting-state functional connectivity estimates between the 78 ROIs.

MRICloud is designed to reduce data dimensions by defining the ROIs based on established biological knowledge. Thus, we transitioned from voxels to ROIs through the application of anatomic atlases that represented the specific structures with clinical importance, and analyzed the rs-fMRI signal between ROIs. Consequently, the interpretation of the results and possible clinical translation becomes more straightforward. Furthermore, it facilitates the combination of various features, including fMRI correlations and other variables. This method demonstrated reliability and robustness against artifactual noise.

Statistical analysis

We used R version 3.5.1 and SPSS version 24.0 to perform statistical analysis. We calculated group comparisons of demographic and clinical data using analysis of variance (ANOVA) for continuous variables and $\chi^2$ tests for categorical variables.

We conducted ANOVA and Tukey post hoc tests to compare differences in functional connectivity among the control, no-relapse, and relapse groups. We adjusted for age, sex, race, and framewise displacement in the analysis. Cross-group progression in significant differences in functional connectivity, identified by ANOVA and Tukey post hoc tests, was further tested using the Jonckheere–Terpstra test. The Jonckheere–Terpstra test is a nonparametric method for comparing 3 or more groups under the null hypothesis of equal outcomes among the groups against the alternative that outcomes follow a definite ordering. Lastly, we conducted partial Pearson correlation — adjusted for age, sex, race, and framewise displacement — to evaluate potential confounding effects of clinical variables (i.e., chlorpromazine equivalent dose, duration of illness, and SAPS and SANS total scores) on significant results.

We performed the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure, a method for controlling the false discovery rate (FDR), for multiple comparison correction of all the analyses where multiple statistical tests were involved. Results with adjusted $p$ values (also called $q$ values) smaller than 0.05 were considered significant.

Ethics approval

This study was approved by the Johns Hopkins Medicine Institutional Review Boards and in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (1964 Declaration of Helsinki). All study participants provided written informed consent. Parental consent and assent were obtained for all participants younger than 18 years.

Results

Demographic and clinical data

After excluding 4 patients in the relapse group based on their medical records and 1 patient in the relapse group with outlying brain imaging data, the final sample included 94 controls and 85 patients (54 in the no-relapse group and 31 in the relapse group) (Table 1). Most patients were medicated; 5 were treated with first-generation antipsychotics, 67 with second-generation antipsychotics, and 6 with a combination of both first- and second-generation antipsychotics. Four patients (2 in each of relapse and no-relapse groups) were treated with clozapine. In addition, 22 (40.7%) patients in the no-relapse group and 13 (41.9%) in the relapse group took mood stabilizers or antidepressants. Seven patients were unmedicated at the first visit. Among patients in the relapse group, the average interval between the onset and first relapse was 359 days.

In comparisons of demographic characteristics across groups, we observed no differences in age. Higher proportions of males were present in the relapse and no-relapse groups, compared with the control group. The no-relapse group included more White people than the control group (Table 1). No differences in demographic data were observed between the no-relapse and relapse groups. All these demographic variables were adjusted for in the analyses of functional connectivity. We observed shorter duration of illness and lower chlorpromazine equivalent doses among patients in the no-relapse group, compared with the relapse group (Table 1). The relapse group had a higher mean value of the SAPS total score than the no-relapse group, although this difference did not reach statistical significance. When dividing patients into affective ($n = 23$) and nonaffective ($n = 55$) groups, we did not observe any significant difference in the proportion of the no-relapse and relapse patients (13 affective and 35 non-affective patients in the no-relapse group and 10 affective and 20 non-affective patients in the relapse group) (Table 1).

Functional connectivity

We hypothesized that more robust pathological signatures of functional connectivity would exist in the comparison between the relapse and control groups, in contrast to that between the no-relapse and control groups, as a reflection of relapse-related pathology. To test this hypothesis, we compared functional connectivity data derived from rs-fMRI of the control, no-relapse, and relapse groups. Before correction for multiple comparisons, 383 functional connectivity estimates were different between the relapse and control groups (the relapse/control comparison), whereas 143 and 23 estimates were different in the no-relapse/control and relapse/no-relapse comparisons, respectively. Consistent with our hypothesis, we observed 47 significant differences in functional connectivity in the relapse/control comparison after corrections for multiple comparisons (Figure 1A and Appendix 1, Figure S1), whereas no differences were found in other group comparisons.
Interestingly, most pathological differences in functional connectivity (30 of 47) involved the thalamus (Figure 1B). We further performed the Jonckheere–Terpstra test and found that all these differences had a significant cross-group progression from controls to no-relapse patients to relapse patients (Figure 2 and Appendix 1, Figure S2, Table S2).

Confounding effects of clinical variables

Clinical variables (i.e., chlorpromazine equivalent dose, duration of illness, and SAPS and SANS total scores) may potentially confound the group comparison results of functional connectivity. Therefore, we tested the correlation between clinical variables and those 47 functional connectivity estimates that were significantly different between the relapse and control groups. No significant correlation was identified in the entire patient group (Appendix 1, Table S3), suggesting that altered functional connectivity signatures may more directly reflect the disease-associated changes among patients who experienced relapse.

Discussion

We evaluated neuroimaging alterations associated with relapse among patients with early-stage psychosis. We observed significant differences in functional neuronal connectivity, particularly involving the thalamus, between patients who experienced relapse in early-stage psychosis and healthy controls. Several clinical factors, such as duration of illness, antipsychotic medication, and symptomatic features, do not seem to affect this conclusion.

The staging model is a potential model of disease progression of psychotic disorders. When a diffusion spectrum imaging data set was analyzed using this model, structural connectivity among patients with first-episode psychosis (stage II) was similar to that of controls, whereas significant differences were observed between patients who relapsed and those with incomplete remission (stage III). This study reported a decreasing trend of global and nodal brain efficiency from healthy controls, to patients in stage II, to patients in stage III. Consistently, using a Jonckheere–Terpstra test, we also observed a significant cross-group progression from healthy controls, from healthy controls to patients in the no-relapse group to patients in the relapse group. Meanwhile, we did not observe any difference between the control and no-relapse groups, as well as between the no-relapse and relapse groups. The difference between the farthest groups (relapse and control) was significant, while the changes from the control to the no-relapse group and from the no-relapse group to the relapse group were in the same direction with smaller effect sizes that did not reach statistical significance. Taken together, these results may highlight progressive brain changes along the psychosis disease trajectory, particularly in association with relapse.

We observed that the thalamus was an important brain region that may be associated with relapse in early-stage psychosis. Aberrant functional connectivity involving the thalamus has been reproducibly reported among patients with psychosis, reflecting the role of the thalamus in connecting sensory and cognitive processes. We observed differences in functional connectivity between the thalamus and cerebral cortex, such as the parietal, occipital, and temporal lobes.

Table 1: Characteristics of the study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Healthy controls n = 94</th>
<th>No-relapse n = 54</th>
<th>Relapse n = 31</th>
<th>No-relapse v. healthy controls</th>
<th>Relapse v. healthy controls</th>
<th>No-relapse v. relapse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean ± SD, yr</td>
<td>23.4 ± 3.9</td>
<td>22.2 ± 4.8</td>
<td>22.4 ± 4.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, male</td>
<td>42 (44.7)</td>
<td>39 (72.2)</td>
<td>22 (71.0)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, Black</td>
<td>59 (62.8)</td>
<td>23 (42.6)</td>
<td>20 (64.5)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPZ, mg, mean ± SD</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>238.0 ± 219.7</td>
<td>373.1 ± 247.6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of illness, mo, mean ± SD</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12.4 ± 9.1</td>
<td>18.6 ± 7.6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPS, mean ± SD</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3.1 ± 3.5</td>
<td>4.7 ± 4.2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS, mean ± SD</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7.6 ± 4.6</td>
<td>7.5 ± 5.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis, affective group</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>13 (24.1)</td>
<td>10 (32.2)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis details</td>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>30 (55.6)</td>
<td>17 (54.8)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizoaffective disorder</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5 (9.3)</td>
<td>3 (9.7)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizoaffective disorder</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3 (5.6)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder with psychotic features</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>8 (14.8)</td>
<td>10 (32.2)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depressive disorder with psychotic features</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5 (9.3)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other psychotic disorder, not otherwise specified</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3 (5.6)</td>
<td>1 (3.2)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPZ = chlorpromazine equivalent dose; NA = not applicable; SANS = Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms; SAPS = Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms; SD = standard deviation.

*Unless indicated otherwise.
Figure 1: Altered functional connectivity in the relapse group, compared with the control group. (A) Visualization of 47 significant functional connectivity estimates. Orange and green semicircles represent the left and right brain hemispheres, respectively. Numbers on the semicircles denote regions of interest (ROIs). The thalamus, number 24, is highlighted in red. Lines between numbers represent functional connectivity. Estimates with q-values smaller than 0.01, 0.01–0.03, or 0.03–0.05 are in red, blue, or green, respectively. (B) Number of significant functional connectivity estimates of each ROI. Most estimates (30 of 47) involved the thalamus (highlighted with a dark bar). Note: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; AG = angular gyrus; Caud = caudate nucleus; CerebellumGM = cerebellum grey matter; Cu = cuneus; FuG = fusiform gyrus; GP = globus pallidus; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; IOG = inferior occipital gyrus; ITG = inferior temporal gyrus; LG = lingual gyrus; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; MFOG = middle fronto-orbital gyrus; MOG = middle occipital gyrus; MTG = middle temporal gyrus; PCC = posterior cingulate cortex; PFC = prefrontal cortex; PoCG = postcentral gyrus; PrCG = precentral gyrus; PrCu = precuneus; Put = putamen; RG = gyrus rectus; SMG = supramarginal gyrus; SOG = superior occipital gyrus; SPG = superior frontal gyrus; STG = superior temporal gyrus.
Among these, we pay particular attention to the superior parietal gyrus in conjunction with the thalamus because of its implication in several cognitive domains in association with the role of the prefrontal cortex among patients with schizophrenia.44–46

Limitations

Relapse is a complex condition to which many factors — such as antipsychotic medication cessation, substance abuse, and stressful life events — may contribute. Thus, we emphasize the importance of longitudinal studies with a larger sample size to validate the neuronal connectivity differences reported here. Although the global brain signal was corrected during processing of the rs-fMRI data using MRICloud, some studies have shown that the global signal may reflect neural functions beyond its conventional recognition as a noise.47 Thus, future analyses without the global correction may also be considered. We interpreted hospitalization as an end point for symptom exacerbation, but other factors such as suicidality (v. psychotic symptoms) and family pressure may play a role in symptom exacerbation and relapse. However, a systematic review of relapse in schizophrenia reported that hospitalization was the most widely used factor as a proxy for relapse by representing symptom exacerbation (62% of publications).27 The merit of using hospitalization is that it is objective, scalable, quantitative, and useful as a proxy for large multi-institutional studies, including those using a cross-sectional design.20 Taken together, in this cross-sectional study, which we expect to be a prototype for scalable and multi-institutional projects (including data from multiple countries), we used the proxy of relapse to study brain alternations specifically found in a subgroup of patients in early-stage psychosis who experienced relapse.

Conclusion

By employing rs-fMRI, we identified changes in pathological neuronal connectivity linked to relapse in early-stage psychosis. In particular, we found that functional connectivity estimates involving the thalamus were significantly enriched in these pathological signatures, characterized by increased correlation in activity patterns between the thalamus and other

Figure 2: Top 6 significant functional connectivity estimates (ranked based on $p$ values) altered between the relapse and healthy control groups. Note: IOG = inferior occipital gyrus; L = left; MOG = middle occipital gyrus; R = right; SOG = superior occipital gyrus; SPG = superior frontal gyrus.
brain regions in the relapse group compared with the control group. These findings imply neuronal hyperactivity following relapse. Our study underscores the importance of further research to investigate the potential disruptions that relapse may induce in the brain.
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